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3HARVESTING

Harvesting Diagnostic and Benchmarking
This service is considered the first step in undertaking a continuous improvement approach to managing a
logging business. Coaching and topic specific workshops further outlined in this document, often play a role
in future interventions.

FPInnovations can support a continuous improvement program by performing an external and independent evaluation
of forest operations. The elements assessed relate to:

o Individual machine productivity studies, staff interviews (all level)

o Observation/assessment of service and repair infrastructure

o Variety of field measurements as required, assess phase interactions, mechanical and human resources
deployment

o Proxy measure of machine utilization

o Contractor/member company interactions are also assessed

During the final exit meeting, results are presented to the contractor and invited guests and are discussed. This
meeting typically takes 4 to 8 hours:

o Discuss observations

o Identify areas for improvement and how to implement

o Target efforts

o Comparison to the median of entrepreneurs who have completed the DiagFor evalaution

o Implement a short and medium-term development plan

The diagnosis, is carried out by experienced specialists from FPInnovations (previous experience as contractors, forest
operations supervisors, operational planning, and woodlands managers). The Harvest Diagnostic and Benchmarking
can be followed by a specific coaching project (next slide).

Deliverables

o Benchmark of operation.
o Customized recommendations.

Targeted impact

Once deployed:
o Potential improvements: safety, machine 

utilization, productivity, human resources, 
finances, equipment availability, environment, 
quality

o Contractor sustainability.

Format

• One week onsite with recommendations 
presented the last day.

Audience

• Harvesting contractors looking to improve
• Companies looking to support their contractors
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Contractor Coaching

Go from theory to action in order to generate the expected benefits and tangible results. Ensure 
the implementation of recommendations for a specific aspect

This intervention aims to improve specific elements of harvesting operations related either to work techniques,
productivity, machine utilization rate, mechanical availability, product quality, human resources or compliance with
standards, safety or environmental protection standards. The collaboration between FPInnovations, the support staff
and the entrepreneur is spread over a period of up to several weeks and combines the implementation of
performance indicators, the measurement (evaluation), recommendations as well as remote and field monitoring on a
regular basis.

Approach:

o Prioritization of improvement opportunities

o First field visit: measurement of initial performance, implementation of indicators

o Presentation of possible solutions and recommendations

o For approximately two months, the entrepreneur works to implement the improvement plan. Monitoring is
carried out by FPI. Advice and technical advice are provided to it as needed.

o Second field visit: measurement and analysis of indicators and presentation of deviations;

o Assessment of support.
Benefits:
The assessment and support make it possible to take advantage of FPInnovations' expertise, improve the skills of
the team, make greater use of new technologies, implement best practices in operations, resolve a problem
and specially to engage the entrepreneur in the implementation of recommendations by monitoring progress.

HARVESTING

Deliverables

o Benchmark 
o Quantified performance assessment
o Improved practices 
o Remote and field implementation support 
o End of project report with quantified benefits

Targeted impact

o Improvement in identified Diagfor skill 
set (safety, machine utilization, 
productivity, human resources, finances, 
equipment availability, environment, quality)

o Contractor sustainability

Format

Over 4-6 months:
o 2 field visits
o Weekly field data analysis
o Monthly update meetings

Audience

• Harvesting contractors looking to improve
• Companies looking to support their contractors
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Processor Accuracy Improvements

Improve both precision and accuracy of processor/harvester heads via the use of FPInnovations
experts with support from OEM experts

This project provides advice to contractors, their machine operators and mechanical support staff on best practices
related to processor head maintenance and calibration. The project is typical spread out over two to three days per
contractor per machine

Approach:

o Site visit by FPInnovations experts and OEM representative

o Current state measurements and observations of practices (existing measurement accuracy baseline)

o Performance and demonstration of appropriate maintenance & calibration techniques

o Post maintenance control measurements and calibration (improve from manual to semi-automatic or even
fully automated bucking functions)

o Classroom session (at the office) reviewing results and best practices (member with contractor)

Benefits:

o Improved precision and accuracy in processing

o Improved log quality & recovery

o Improved machine utilization

o Improved productivity

HARVESTING

Deliverables

• Two days on site (for 1 machine)
• Best practices on processor head maintenance 

and calibration

Targeted impact

• Improvements in precision and accuracy (better 
log quality)

• Sustainability for contractor
• 1st steps towards FO digitalization

Format

• Two days in the field  (for 1 machine)
• Possible to extend to 3 machines in a week
• Final outcomes shared at the office

Audience

• Contractors wishing to enhance processor head 
precision and accuracy

• Member companies volume recovery gains and 
facilitates meeting product specifications 
requirements
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Partial Cutting

Partial cut treatments can provide opportunities for fibre harvesting in locations with various constraints, e.g., adjustment of
imbalances in forest age structures, wildlife considerations, varying stand types etc. Partial cutting can change the flow of
wood to the mills by allowing for steady piece size and increasing procurement volume cost-effectively. The guidelines and
selection of stands to be harvested by partial cutting are adjusted for the desired management strategies.

In recent years, more and more manufacturers have expressed an interest in extending or starting partial cutting programs.
FPInnovations has helped to implement several partial cutting trials and to document the effects of the percentage harvest
on supply costs, the product basket and the residual stand.

Building on the experience acquired, FPInnovations can offer varying levels of partial cutting support:

o Stand selection and assistance in cutblock layout using sampling and data analysis techniques;

o Innovative guidelines for various partial cut treatments, often using harvesting equipment already in place and
available;

o Set productivity targets according to stand attributes;

o Providing adapted sets of guidelines that aim to control the direct harvesting costs;

o Coaching for supervisors and operators aimed at successful implementation of partial cutting. This 
includes efficient monitoring, follow-up and control of the process;

o Methods to efficiently manage a partial cut site and maintain productivity.

Support for the planning and start-up

HARVESTING

Deliverables

o Repeatable work methods 
o Operational guidelines
o Productivity assessment and logging rates 

model
o Onsite coaching

Targeted impact

o Fast deployment of new treatment
o Meet quality standards
o Company and contractor buy-in
o Better cost control

Format

Onsite with the company and contractors

Audience

o Planners
o Supervisors
o Operators
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“FPInnovations performed a diagnostic analysis of our operation which we found most useful. It was
through his insightful observations that we were able to gain useful insights into improving our
production and the use of our fleet. The staff at FPInnovations worked in a very practical and direct
manner. It has given us important tools to overcome obstacles and to continue to move our business
forward. I have nothing but good words to say about the time FPInnovations has spent at our
operation. The work was certainly very timely and very insightful. "

Steve Henderson, forestry contractor

Transportation diagnostic
Find the ideal combination of trucks and configurations to best meet
your needs

The transportation diagnostic makes it possible to assess all the components of the transportation system in 
order to identify opportunities for improvement.

Our team can offer several levels of service, ranging from reviewing the characteristics of existing trucks, to 
in-depth analysis of trucking operations with a view to improving efficiency and reducing costs.

Outcomes include:

o Identification of the trucks that best suit your operations;

o optimization of the tare weight of trucks and trailers;

o matching of configurations to products;

o assessment of multimodal transportation options;

o reduced fuel consumption and GHG emissions.

Deliverables

o Benchmark of operation.
o Customized recommendations.

Targeted impact

Once deployed:
o Potential improvements 

in set areas (configuration optimization, weight 
optimization, productivity, trucking rates, safety)

o Contractor sustainability
o Wood delivery sustainability

Format

Service contracts for company Transportation system 
improvement 

Audience

o Company 
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Ensure that new configurations are synonymous with increased safety, reduced GHGs, and optimal payload

Optimizing truck configurations

Thinking of adopting a new truck configuration? Do you want to assess the safety of your current trucks?
FPInnovations has the expertise and knowledge to determine whether the configuration of trucks meets the
various performance indicators used by provincial regulators.

FPInnovations has worked with most provinces to facilitate the approval of new configurations and will help
you navigate the specific requirements in your province. FPInnovations has a unique combination of expertise
and experience to support the implementation of new truck configurations. Our services will focus on vehicle
dynamics and assessment of stability under increasing payload. We can also act as a liaison agent and promote
close collaboration with industry, governments, and other stakeholders; working in other sectors (oil & gas,
mining) in order to develop projects that will ultimately enable the adoption of new productive truck
configurations.

Benefits:

o Examine the technical qualities and challenges of a configuration request before approaching
regulators;

o Resolve technical issues before initiating the regulatory process. This will save time and money;

o Safely maximize payloads and reduce energy intensity.

TRANSPORTATION

Deliverables

Assessment of vehicle performance
o Vehicle dynamics
o Infrastructure impacts
o Road fit
o In-service trials, when required

Targeted impact

o $2/m3 - $4/m3 savings
o Fewer trucks on the road – increasing public 

safety, reducing driver shortage
o Reduced fuel consumption & GHG emissions

Format

Technical reports, presentations

Audience

o Fleet contractors, trailer OEMs, DOTs
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Road diagnostic and benchmarking 
Identify potential improvements in techniques, technologies, and tools to plan, build, and maintain better 
roads

FPInnovations has studied cost-effective solutions to provide uninterrupted traffic and facilitate access to fiber while
accounting for the various conditions throughout Canada FPInnovations can perform an external and independent
assessment of road construction and maintenance operations. The various considerations for road planning, design,
management and maintenance are considered and analyzed on site.

The work, performed by senior staff, consists of:

o Observe operations;

o Measure and evaluate practices;

o Conduct interviews with staff;

o Compare with best practices;

o Provide recommendations.

The diagnostic and benchmarking includes a prior meeting with the client in order to fully understand the working
conditions and includes field visits and a debrief session where observations and recommendations are presented. A
comparative, qualitative, and quantitative analysis aimed at improving practices is provided at the end of the exercise.
FPInnovations experts can provide further support in implementing these solutions and quantify overall impacts on
operations.

ROAD CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

Deliverables

o Detailed recommendations reviewed with the 
member on the last day of the diagnostic

o Post-diagnostic remote support

Targeted impact

o Improved transportation efficiency
o Reduce road construction and maintenance 

costs
o Benchmarking of infrastructure

Format

o 1 week onsite

Audience

o Construction supervisors, road planners, road 
specialists, contractors
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Improving biomass quality
Support end-users receive the highest quality feedstock and provide tools for 
better storage and handling practices

When it comes to biomass, it's all about quality (moisture content, particle size, bulk density, contaminants, etc.).
FPInnovations has established best practices that ensure quality biomass procurement. This includes drying, handling,
and storage in order to maintain the quality of the biomass and pair it with the appropriate conditioning
technology/practice.

FPInnovations has analyzed different processes throughout the supply chain. Whether it is harvesting, skidding, storage,
comminution and transportation systems, the focus is on practices that help improve quality. Techniques for lowering
moisture content, mitigating fire risks and dry matter losses are proposed, as well as sampling methods part of a quality
control program.

The experienced, knowledgeable, and collaborative staff at FPInnovations are successful in developing and implementing
projects. FPInnovations has enabled us to improve our knowledge and business results in biomass management. Through
completed and ongoing research, we have a better understanding of the value of biomass, we have streamlined production
and supply schedules, as well as the management of all types of fuels for optimal use.

Port Hawkesbury Paper

BIOMASS SUPPLY

Deliverables

o Best management practice Action Plan

Targeted impact

o Lower moisture content (5-10%) and reduce fire 
risks (prevent fibre loss)

Format

o Service contracts for company process 
improvement (recovery, transportation, storage)

Audience

o Bioheat facilities, Cogen plants, forest 
landowners and biomass suppliers

Benefits:

o Reduced transportation costs by lowering moisture content;

o Proper biomass quality control for better performance in end use;

o Support towards paying biomass according to energy value (facilitate
transition from weight to energy)

o Mitigating fire risk in hog fuel piles
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Creation of biomass supply chains
Obtain an analysis of the supply chain adapted to regional/local 
conditions
Whether it is full-tree or cut-to-length harvesting, FPInnovations has the tools and
expertise to find the ideal harvesting, comminution and transportation solutions for
establishing an efficient forest biomass supply chain adapted to your operating
conditions.

BIOMASS SUPPLY

Deliverables

o Validation of supply scenarios for integrated 
harvesting operations 

Targeted impact

o Complete understanding of logistical impacts 
and fibre flow movement from integrated 
operations (logs/biomass)

Format

o Techno-economic study joined to field 
operational assessment

Audience

o Large bio-venture investment projects

The fibre analysis that was conducted by FPInnovations in Nova Scotia provided
key information that helped create commercial interest among new users of bio-
resources and has proven to be invaluable in mitigating the risk of planned
investments in businesses in the province.

Rod Badcock, Senior Partner, BioApplied

Benefits

o Identification of the optimal product basket (logs/biomass);

o Logging residues availability for various recovery scenarios
(regional/provincial);

o Improved logistics (recovery/piling/comminution/transportation);

o Equipment selection and capital investment needs;

o Equipment and productivity assessments in local conditions;

o Estimated cost of operations (for both the new supply chain and a
measure of impacts to existing stakeholders);

o Integration and harmonization with local forest stakeholders
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Support the deployment of advanced communication and internet access to remote areas

Implement the digital transformation of forest operations that will improve the performance of harvesting 
and transportation operations, the safety of forestry workers, and the sustainability of operations.  

DEPLOYMENT OF CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS

Deliverables

o Business case with recommended technology
o Access to frequency if required
o Training provided to support implementation

Targeted impact

o Increase utilization by 5 to 10% depending upon use 
cases

o Improved safety

Format

o Customized based on your needs

Audience

• Contractors looking to improve safety and efficiency
• Companies looking to support their operations and 

connect remote camps with high-speed internet

Business Case

Infrastructure/ Technology

Regulatory Engagement

Capacity Building/ Training

Inclusion/ Community 

• Understand the company and contractors’ operational 
needs and use cases

• Build the business case for connectivity accordingly

• Deploy the appropriate communication technology from 
FPInnovations toolbox that will meet use cases and 
company’s needs

• Provide support for engaging with government agencies to 
get access to the frequency for short-term and long-term 
deployment

• Build the capacity and train the appropriate group to 
implement and maintain the communication infrastructure 

• Support Indigenous communities, wildfire agencies, 
remote camps that require improved communication and 
internet connectivity
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Mill yard operations improvement
Improve the overall performance of yards

FPInnovations offers expert advice and services that address many aspects of lumber yards.

1. Surfacing: In order to improve the movement of vehicles in the lumber yard, FPInnovations can provide
advice on repairing and improving the surface of a lumber yard. Specialists cover a variety of topics,
including:

o safety inspection;

o erosion and sediment control measures;

o the design of infrastructure;

o the analysis, maintenance, and surface repair;

o wet soils and drainage.

2. Mobile Equipment Tracking: Using FPDat, FPInnovations can track mobile equipment and compare key 
performance indicators (KPIs) such as: percentage usage, average distance traveled per day, top speeds, 
idling time, non-productive time versus productive time, etc.

3. Operational logistics: Thanks to cutting-edge technology in the field of simulation and decision support
systems, FPInnovations can help you better manage your lumber yard inventory (diameter distribution,
warehousing and feeding decisions) for an optimal supply of logs to the sawmill. Reliable and timely
yard inventory data, higher equipment utilization and minimal waste streams should lower costs.

MILL YARD

Deliverables

o Improved business practices and machine 
monitoring

o Assist with adoption of new GHG reducing 
technology to realize full potential

o Training provided

Targeted impact

o Improved yard efficiency
o Reduced fuel use by 5 to 10% and energy 

intensity depending upon baseline conditions 
o Reduced burning of residues
o Reduction of leachates from residues
o Increased utilization of wood brought to the mill

Format

o Customized based on your needs

Audience

o Sawmills, Plywood, LVL & OSB mills
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Support the deployment of business practices and equipment telemetry to reduce GHG emissions

Ensure that operations can effectively track fuel consumption through the harvesting and transportation phases

Since the cost of fuel is an increasingly important factor in the use of equipment and vehicles, it is to the advantage of any
operation to make the most of this necessary expense. In addition, there are developing requirements to report and reduce
GHG emissions through regulatory and sustainable forest management initiatives.

FPInnovations can help you choose fuel-saving features and easily adopt the latest technology. In addition, we provide the
support you need to optimize your fuel consumption and analyze your return on investment. We can also help you get started
using alternative fuels, such as biodiesel and natural gas.

1. Benchmark

o Assist in tracking fuel use

o Identify areas for improvement

o Develop targets using existing benchmark data, where available

2. Identify methods to reduce GHG emissions that are cost effective

3. Support the implementation of low emission operations

o Fuel consumption monitoring

o Onsite training

o New equipment evaluation

GHG AND FUEL CONSUMPTION REDUCTION

Deliverables

o Improved business practices and machine 
monitoring

o Assist with adoption of new GHG reducing 
technology to realize full potential

o Training provided

Targeted impact

o Reduced fuel use by 5 to 10% depending upon 
baseline conditions

o Improved energy intensity

Format

o Customized based on your needs

Audience

o Companies looking to support their contractors in 
modernizing telemetry, equipment/truck 
management, and reporting GHG for sustainable 
forest management certification requirements.
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BMPs for drones

Good practices for using drones for acquiring images in forestry

You want to get a drone and you don't know which one to choose, or you already have 
a drone and want to use it in a way that ensures data quality.

Our experience gained with these devices allows us to offer you our support in different situations:

• We can advise you on the purchase of a device;

• Inform you of the rules to be respected by Transport Canada;

• Share with you the prerequisites and best practices for preparing flight plans, planning missions and acquiring images;

• Give you our recommendations regarding the required equipment (spare parts, battery, sensors, etc.) and their use in
different conditions

REMOTE SENSING

Deliverables

o 1 day onsite workshop accompanied with info 
slide deck + checklist of requirements + post-
demo support

o 3 hrs hands-on data post processing coaching 
(using metashape) with post-demo support

Targeted impact

o Safer, efficient & compliant use of drones 
o Better data processing practices
o Cost-effective and safer workflows for field data 

collection

Format

o Using existing workflows to cater to member 
needs

o One on ones (client imagery champion with FPI 
expert)

Audience

o Member Companies and ministry of natural 
resources from provinces

RS Applications
Tailormade existing tools to member needs 
Our RS experts can support you improving forest/yard ops with image
processing

• Image acquisition for specific needs

• Data post processing (e.g.: Metashape…)

• Vigour mapping for salvaging

• Regional validation/implementation for DETECT (FPResidue/FPSilvi)

• Yard inventory accuracy improvement (logs)
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FPInnovations Indigenous Forest Sector Technical Support Program supports Indigenous Stakeholders in 
economic development from local resources and the development of new products and businesses. 

• Leverage your membership to strengthen Community engagement and partnerships

• Data-driven capacity-building training and diagnostic activities

• Deployment of research outcomes in members and indigenous partners forest operations

• Assess and deploy business partnerships

• Develops solutions to utilize locally available resources to reduce the reliance on diesel in communities

• Develops product and market strategies for non-conventional bio-based products from local resources
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WORKSHOPS

Erosion and sediment control
Interactive workshop including an indoor presentation, as well as a field component.
The FPInnovations publication “Erosion and sediment control methods for forest
roads and water crossings” is presented and used to guide the workshop. This
workshop offers many practical solutions to prevent erosion and contain sediment
loss. By the end of the workshop, the participants will have knowledge of the
recognized best practices and how to implement the practices in the field. Best
practices in the context of climate change are also discussed.

8 hours Indoor and in the forest

Note that most workshops can be adapted to be delivered online in the context of COVID 19.

Resource roads and wetlands
Interactive workshop including an indoor presentation, as well as a field
component, on planning techniques and construction and maintenance practices
for resource roads through wetlands. The workshop discusses techniques for
accounting for the hydrology of wetlands when designing roads as well as
solutions to mitigate impacts. The content covers the identification of wetlands
and their hydrology as well as the challenges and solutions for the management of
resource roads in these environments. The field portion includes case studies and
specific examples.

8 hours Indoor and in the forest

Preventing soil disturbance in forest operations
Forest operations can damage forest soils through compaction, rutting, erosion,
and nutrient loss. This interactive workshop, including an indoor presentation,
provides an introduction to forest soils and their function, reviews the best
practices and practical solutions to prevent soil disturbance, and discusses
operational planning and regulations that are to be considered. The indoor portion
of the workshop can be presented on its own or can be combined with a field visit
to speak directly to local challenges.

8 hours Indoor and in the forest

Forest roads grader workshop
Interactive workshop including indoor theory and a practical field component. At the
end of the course, the grader operator will be able to: list the elements and design
standards for unpaved forest roads; maintain and repair unpaved roads in a safe and
efficient manner; describe the operator's responsibilities in the transportation supply
chain, and; use sound practices to protect the environment. Different leveling and
profiling techniques are demonstrated in the field as well as a simple method for
measuring the crown of the road.

12 hours Indoor and in the forest

English - French English - French

English - French
English
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Trucking efficiency

Designed for anyone involved in forest trucking activities, from drivers to managers,
this workshop covers a wide range of topics that can help businesses be more fuel
efficient and reduce transportation costs. The workshop covers: fuel-efficient driving
techniques, on-board computer systems, establishing incentive programs, and
important vehicle characteristics.

4 hours Indoor or online

SmartDriver for forestry trucks

This online training teaches drivers and truck fleet owners how to save fuel by using
eco-driving techniques. The fundamentals of preventive and efficient driving are
presented as well as the choice of truck components, vehicle characteristics and
basic maintenance knowledge to reduce fuel consumption. The total duration
of the training is 2 hours and can be followed by module. To register:
https://bit.ly/31zeAFa

2 hours Online

Fuel management 101 for forestry fleets

The purpose of this workshop is to help truck fleet managers set up a fuel
management program. You learn how to take inventory of vehicles, calculate fuel
consumption, review the costs and benefits of the various fuel-saving options,
develop an action plan, monitor results as well as assess the success of the program
once it is well established.

6 hours Indoor or online

SmartOperator for forestry machinery

Machine operators have a great influence on efficient fuel management. This
workshop teaches participants how to choose the best machines for the job at hand,
when to replace them, how to use them in ways that reduce energy intensity, and
how to achieve at least 10% in fuel cost savings. This workshop is an essential part of
getting the most out of investments in forestry machinery. Content also available on
Youtube (see online tools section).

4 hours Indoor or online

Note that most workshops can be adapted to be delivered online in the context of COVID 19.

WORKSHOPS

English - French

English - French English - French

English - French

https://bit.ly/31zeAFa
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Best management practices to secure access 
to quality forest biomass

Indoor and in the forest

OBC data reliability improvement

A workshop on best practices for ensuring the accuracy and quality of data from
on-board computers of cut-to-length harvesters and processors. Equipment
maintenance, conditions of use, accuracy control, and calibration methods are
discussed. The indoor component presents all the best practices while the forest
component allows you to concretely visualize the elements discussed on a site where
a CTL harvesters and processors is in action.

8 hours 4 hours Indoor or online

Several guides relating to forest biomass have been produced by FPInnovations
in recent years. This workshop is a compendium of the information contained
in these guides. The workshop will discuss the characteristics of a quality
biomass, the different conditioning methods, good storage practices, the
different types of dryers as well as science-based quality control. In addition, the
BiOS application allowing analysis of the costs and availability of forest biomass
from a given cutting block will be presented.

Note that most workshops can be adapted to be delivered online in the context of COVID 19.

Steep slope harvesting operations
This workshop presents the best practices for harvesting on steep slopes to ensure
optimum production and efficiency and safety. Techniques and processes developed
and implemented by some of the best operators in the world who have achieved
high production in the most economical and safe way possible are presented. Every
step of felling, delimbing and bucking are covered. The content is taken from a best
practice guide developed by FPInnovations and several partners in the field. A short
indoor session precedes a visit to an operating site.

8 hours Indoor and in the forest

WORKSHOPS

English - French English

English
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WORKSHOPS

Business skills for harvesting contractors

Half-day interactive workshop with a facilitator. Presentation of the key skills
necessary for profitable and modern forestry. Built around the DiagFor self-
assessment tool developed by FPInnovations for forestry contractors, this workshop
addresses topics such as machine utilization rate, mechanical availability,
productivity, fuel management, data from on-board computers, as well as other
aspects of managing a forestry business.

8 hours Indoor

Note that most workshops can be adapted to be delivered online in the context of COVID 19.

Forestry 101 For Indigenous Peoples

Half day interactive workshop with a facilitator is designed as an introduction to Canada's 
forestry industry (what we do and how it is done). The workshop is targeted at 
Indigenous peoples and groups that may be considering involvement in Canada's forestry 
industry. The workshop will provide an overview of the industry's importance to Canada, 
how Canada ranks in the world in terms of forest management and the many 
opportunities that exist for employment. This workshop is meant to be a first step in 
developing a relationship between Indigenous peoples, communities and the forest 
industry.English - French

8 hours Indoor English - French
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Module 1 : Smart driver in the forest industry

Module 2 : Principles of defensive driving

Module 3 : Effective driving

Module 4 : Choice of truck components

Module 5 : Basic maintenance knowledge

Need help

Cameron Rittich
cameron.rittich@fpinnovations.ca

Smart Driver for Forestry Trucks
Drivers working in forestry operations often face much greater challenges
than most other drivers. It is more difficult to operate a vehicle efficiently
and situations where the safety of the driver, their load, and their truck
are threatened are frequent. Reducing fuel consumption and operating
costs are two constant challenges for logging truck drivers. To help logging
truck drivers reduce their fuel consumption, Natural Resources Canada's
Office of Energy Efficiency, in collaboration with FPInnovations, has
created the “Smart Driver” online training program.

Modules

How to register
Go to: https://bit.ly/31zeAFa

ONLINE WORKSHOP

mailto:cameron.rittich@fpinnovations.ca
https://bit.ly/31zeAFa
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https://library.fpinnovations.ca/

The FPInnovations research library contains more than 10,000 reports
that cover over fifty years of research in forestry operations, wood
products, pulp and paper, and bio-based products. While it is available to
the public, who can search among several free reports and documents,
FPInnovations members have access to confidential reports and webinar
recordings specific to their industry.

1. On the library.fpinnovations.ca home page, click "Log In".

2. Enter your valid email address from a recognized member company
(which will also serve as your username) and continue entering the
required information.

3. You will receive your confirmation by email within 48 hours. On your
next visits, you will only have to log in with the username and
password created during the registration process to access the
content available for your sector.

Registration

Easily search for reports by entering a term or phrase in the search
box. Select the "Advanced search and browse" option to refine
your search, for example, by author, title, subject, or research area.

Research

Need help

library@fpinnovations.ca

Visit the FPInnovations Research Library to find all our:

o Research reports

o InfoNotes

o RISF records

o Videos

o Guides and pamphlets

VIRTUAL LIBRARY

library.fpinnovations.ca/fr
https://library.fpinnovations.ca/en
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DiagFor is short for Diagnostic for Forest contractors. It is an online
questionnaire designed as a benchmarking and continuous
improvement tool for forest contractors. This diagnostic tool is
part of a personal and ongoing improvement process for
contractors. It will enable you to compare your answers with the
median of all other participating forest contractors.

diagfor.fpisoftdev.com

With Procalc, you can easily calculate the hourly cost of forestry
machines, compare their productivity under different conditions or
compare different harvesting systems on the same site, making it an
indispensable tool for setting your next budgets!

procalc.fpisoftdev.com

Harvest residues are an important source of bioenergy.
The monetary value of the biomass depends partly on its heating
value which is the amount of energy that can be obtained when
burning. FPJoule calculates the amount of usable energy in the
biomass.

fpjoule.fpisoftdev.com

ONLINE TOOLS

This learning tool brings together a wealth of useful information in one
place in the form of videos, photos and simple examples on the
following topics:

• Processor and harvester heads: purpose, inspection, maintenance.

• Operating mode and parameter adjustments.

• Error in diameter, length and volume.

• Control measurement methods

https://obc-tuto.fpinnovations.ca

Tutorial on Best practices to ensure the quality of 
processed logs and data from on-board computer

https://diagfor.fpisoftdev.com/Intro.aspx
https://procalc.fpisoftdev.com/
https://fpjoule.fpisoftdev.com/Views/Welcome.aspx
https://obc-tuto.fpinnovations.ca/index.php?lang=en
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• Enhanced forest inventory

• Forest genetics and genomic selection

• Bios tutorial

• Forestry 4.0

• Technologies for collecting and analyzing logging data

• FPInterface, software to maximize the value of timber

• Smart Operator for Forestry

• Resource Roads and Wetlands

• Roadside Brushing 

• Road Drainage

• Subgrade Construction: Brushmat Technique

• The Forest Will Burn

VISIT OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VmAy6rxt-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X7DADlgWdG8&t=6s
https://youtu.be/_lLVQ-eAP9U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r4vhLQ8OEP0&t=3s
https://youtu.be/26xYxhqGmEc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xEHrnmrezsY
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLSwBav_rSc3szII5I_wesjwI-BXqlxFwk
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL3xbVGRtEsTvxADCz7mcpPnCKSm6tKL_5
https://youtu.be/IVJTinr2zlY
https://youtu.be/H1WuuUAUSmE
https://youtu.be/tHrDIxrnxoY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHe_j4TV6Qk
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Maritimes

Anne Lebrun Ruff
Fredericton
Anne.LeBrunRuff@fpinnovations.ca
T 506-452-3567 | C 506-261-1197
FR - EN

Québec

OntarioManitoba

British-Columbia

Peter Sigurdson
Prince Albert
Peter.Sigurdson@fpinnovations.ca
C 306-930-9880
EN

Mark Kube
Edmonton
Mark.Kube@fpinnovations.ca
C 780-940-6160
EN

Dean Caron
Kenora
Dean.Caron@fpinnovations.ca
C 807-456-2945 | T 807-548-3070
EN

Alberta

Denis Rousseau
Québec
Denis.Rousseau@fpinnovations.ca
T 418-781-6761 | C 418-563-9135
FR - EN

Steve Mercier
Pointe-Claire
Steve.Mercier@fpinnovations.ca
T 514-782-4528 | C 514-799-05995
FR - EN

Dalibor Houdek
Edmonton
Dalibor.Houdek@fpinnovations.ca
T 780-413-9031 | C 780-446-1020
EN

Ryan Clark
Nanaimo
Ryan.Clark@fpinnovations.ca
C 236-989-9067
EN

Cameron Rittich
Vancouver
Cameron.Rittich@fpinnovations.ca
T 604-222-5740 | C 236-989-3995
EN

Daniel Persson
Williams Lake
Daniel.Persson@fpinnovations.ca
C 604 831 5332
EN

Étienne Pilon
Pointe-Claire
Etienne.Pilon@fpinnovations.ca
C 418-906-2225
FR - EN
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fpinnovations.ca blog.fpinnovations.ca


